
MILLER COURT  
NURSING HOME

MYSON

COMPLETE HEATING SOLUTIONS

MYSON LST RADIATORS KEEP  
CARE HOME RESIDENTS SAFE  
AND WARM
C J Bayliss Ltd has recently installed 50 Myson Low Surface Temperature (LST) 
radiators in the brand new Miller Court (Herefordshire Mind) nursing home in 
Hereford. The state of the art home will provide 14 private en-suite bedrooms 
as well as communal areas for the residents. Myson has worked closely with 
the team at C J Bayliss (Hererford) Ltd to design the very best system and help 
them select the best products for keeping the nursing home warm and the 
residents safe. 

DEVELOPMENT

Miller Court, 
Ross-on-Wye, Hereford

PRODUCTS USED

Low Surface Temperature  
(LST) Radiators
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MYSON

For further details about Myson’s extensive range of heating products, please visit www.myson.co.uk

Terry Morgan, Contracts Manager at award-winning 

C J Bayliss (Hereford) Ltd, said, “I have always had 

a fantastic relationship with Myson, so when the 

Miller Court project came up Myson was my first 

port of call. The team at Myson used their extensive 

experience to help design the best system and the 

products were priced extremely competitively.”

“In a property such as a care home, safety is paramount, 

not only do residents need to be comfortable, but 

in event of an accident or a fall, it is vital that they 

don’t sustain any injury from the fixtures and fittings 

around them. Myson’s LST is a perfect option – the 

design meets all necessary safety guidelines and the 

rounded casing minimises the risk from bumps and 

knocks, whilst keeping rooms comfortably warm.”

The casing of Myson’s LST radiator range provides full 

coverage of the heating element and pipework, eliminating 

the risk of burns from over hot pipes; and fully complies with 

NHS Estates Health Guidance Notes 1998. In accordance 

with these guidelines, Myson’s LST radiators are capable 

of providing ample warmth and comfort with a maximum 

surface temperature of 43°C. 

Myson has recently added to its LST radiator range and 

now offers the narrowest design on the UK market. At just 

420mm in width, this enables specifers, designers and end 

users to maximise the available space. The full Myson LST 

range now incorporates heights from 550mm to 950mm 

and widths from the remarkable new 420mm model to a 

full 2000mm in some heights.  There is now a Myson LST 

radiator to suit almost every space, with a robust and 

attractive detachable outer casing, which can be removed 

for maintenance and decorating. Each radiator is also fitted 

with an A-rated thermostatic value, enabling hospitals, care 

homes and other properties to remain warm while keeping 

energy consumption to a minimum.
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